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Chatsworth Products is the most trusted name in cabinets,
industrial enclosures, cable management, intelligent power
distribution units (PDU), access control and cable pathways. Our
head office is in California.
Choose the highest quality and most reliable IT
infrastructure available today for all datacenter and
telecom needs. CPI has the widest range of components
available, with virtually unlimited freedom to customize to
your specific needs.
chatsworth.com
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Fiber Connections Inc manufactures fibre patch cords, patch
panels and a wide range of custom optical and media conversion
products that have become go-to solutions across Canada. Our
head office is near Toronto and our factory is on PEI.
Use GatorPatch pre-terminated fiber patch solutions, and
the Chameleon system to extend Power over Ethernet to
remote locations. Choose from a wide selection of standard
fiber connection and fiber management solutions, or have
any customized solution made to your specification.
fiberc.com
FiberFox is a leading manufacturer of single and ribbon fusion
splicers, cleavers and strippers, with all the related accessories.
Our products are manufactured in Seoul, Korea.
Our fusion splicers are ruggedly built and IP52 rated,
offering an industry leading 3-year warranty. FiberFox
splicers offers the very best value on the market today with
performance and convenience that fits right in the palm of
your hand.
fiberfoxamerica.com
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Guardian Telecom meets the critical demands of public safety
and operational security with a wide range of emergency/help
points, hazardous area telephones, paging systems and general
assembly solutions. Our head office and manufacturing facility is
in Calgary AB.
Guardian Telecom can deliver explosion proof Class1 Div 1
and ATEX certified phones for hazardous areas, campus and
transit or municipal help points in public stanchions, to
vandal resistant phones for public and correctional
institutions. Guardian Telecom meets all your rugged
telephone needs.
guardiantelecom.com
Sera4 protects critical infrastructure in remote places around the
globe. We have created a keyless locking platform for physical
access control that is both easy to use and highly secure. The best
part is that the encrypted and secure key is already in your pocket.
sera4.com
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